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Ormand finally spoke, and everyone looked at him.  

 

Ormand reached out to untie the scarf and the gold buckle of his suit.  

 

The injury on his chest was the most direct evidence.  

 

If Ormand took off his coat, the Hobson family members would see the purple and red hickeys on his 

chest. Viola was so scared that she widened her eyes. She grabbed Ormand’s collar to stop him.  

 

“Don’t take it off! So many people are watching. Aren’t you ashamed?”  

 

Viola thought, you jerk. Shame on you!  

 

When Ormand’s injuries healed, Viola would teach him a lesson!  

 

Ormand pursed his lips into a smile. “I am a man. It is fine to reveal my chest.”  

 

“No! You can’t do it!” Viola glared at Ormand angrily and threatened in a low voice, “From now on, no 

one can see your body except me! Button up!”  

 

Seeing that Viola was jealous, Ormand felt delighted. He buttoned up his coat and glanced at Todd, who 

was outside the door.  

 

Todd came in with a tied-up young man and threw him in the open space in the middle of the hall. Todd 

gave Eason a file. Eason handed it to Javon.  

 



“It was he who gave false information when Mr. Ormand went out for a task. When I went to catch him 

last night, he had just taken Mr. Sammy’s reward and was about to run away. This file was his 

confession.”  

 

Javon read the confession carefully and then looked at Gregory with a serious expression.  

 

Gregory was stunned.  

 

Sammy told him that the person had already been quietly dragged to the outskirts and killed. How could 

he still be caught by Todd?  

 

Javon handed Gregory the confession. He read it through three times to see whether it was true or false.  

 

In the end, Gregory came to the conclusion that Sammy’s subordinates had failed the task and left clues!  

 

Todd continued, “Mr. Ormand was the head of the Hobson family. Mr. Sammy almost caused him to 

lose his life. Shouldn’t we punish Mr. Sammy according to the Hobson family’s rules?”  

 

Everyone looked at Javon as if they wanted him to give an order.  

 

Javon stroked his beard in front of everyone. He stood up with the help of Eason and said, “Ormand, 

you’re the one in charge of the Hobson family. You can make the decision yourself. I’m going to rest.”  

 

Ormand nodded slightly. “OK. Grandpa.”  

 

“Dad! Don’t go!”  

 



Gregory shouted.  

 

If Javon left, no one would help him..  

 

Gregory didn’t know what to do. It was the first time Sammy had done something independently, yet he 

had caused trouble!  

 

Javon ignored Gregory and left the hall without looking back.  

 

After Javon left, the rest of the Hobson family members also went away.  

 

In the blink of an eye, there were only Viola, Ormand, Todd, and Gregory in the large hall.  

 

The tied-up young man was also taken away by someone.  

 

Since everyone had left, Gregory had nothing to be embarrassed about. He smiled and said, “Ormand, 

Sammy has no bad intentions. You didn’t need to say that he was trying to harm you. Moreover, he is 

also injured, and he is still unconscious. I think it’s even. Can we just get over it?”  

 

Viola said, “Mr. Gregory, it’s not Ormand’s idea. It was my idea to beat Sammy. If you are angry, you can 

argue with me. Sammy also intended to harm Orin. These are two matters. How can we call it even?”  

 

Gregory glared at Viola and looked at Ormand. “Ormand, what do you think?”  

 

Ormand pulled Viola to his lap and rubbed her little face lovingly as if no one else was  

 

present.  



 

“Viola is right. These are two matters.”  

 

Ormand turned his head to look at Gregory. His gaze became cold again. Ormand said, “I heard that 

Sammy is still unconscious. And lie is seriously injured.”  

 

Gregory smiled, “Right. I will scold him later. I will let him be more careful next time!”  

 

Ormand ignored his words and looked at Todd. “Take Mr. Sammy here. Bring him in the hall even if you 

have to carry him with four people.”  

 

Gregory changed his face slightly and immediately signaled the bodyguards outside the door.  

 

Twenty minutes later, Todd escorted Sammy into the hall.  

 

Todd said to Ormand, “Mr. Ormand, just now, Mr. Gregory’s bodyguard tried to take Mr. Sammy away 

from the villa. I stopped them.”  

 

Ormand replied, “OK.”  

 

Sammy was saved by the bodyguards in just a few hours last night. He was a grown man. That small 

injury was treated timely and was not serious for Sammy at all.  

 

Ormand had long known that Sammy was pretending to be unconscious.  

 

“Gregory, how do you think we should punish him?”  

 



Gregory softened his tone, “Sammy is ignorant. Fortunately, your injuries are not severe. Ormand, why 

don’t we give him just a little punishment? Let me take Sammy home and whip him 30 times with a vine. 

OK?”  

 

“Dad!”  

 

Sammy was annoyed.  

 

He thought, why should I be punished? / was just unlucky.  

 

Sammy wished the bullet had hit Ormand’s heart or head!  

 

Viola had heard that the Hobson family was a traditional family with strict rules. However, she didn’t 

know about the whipping that Gregory mentioned. Anyway, Viola  

 

was just here to watch..  

 

Ormand did not reply to Gregory. His expression was serious and cold. Ormand was obviously not 

satisfied with the suggestion.  

 

Todd said to Gregory, “Mr. Gregory, aren’t you too protective of your son? If it weren’t for Mr. 

Ormand’s great fortune this time, the position of the Hobson family’s head might have been taken over 

by someone else. Mr. Ormand wants Mr. Sammy to receive ten lashes with the Discipline Whip.”  

 

“The Discipline Whip?” Saminy gnashed his teeth in hatred. “Ormand, you’re still alive. How could you 

do this to me? It will kill me. You’ve gone too far!”  

 

Ormand’s gaze was cold. He said casually, “You should be glad that I didn’t die. Otherwise, it wouldn’t be 

as simple as just ten lashes. If you say nonsense again, I will add five lashes.”  



 

Eason was the whip bearer. He had escorted Javon back to his room and just returned to the hall.  

 

This time, Sammy would not be able to escape.  

 

Sammy had to take off his shirt before he received the Hobson family’s punishment.  

 

Viola was still sitting on Ormand’s lap.  

 

Ormand patted her waist gently and looked at Todd. “Take Viola out. I’ll come over later.”  

 

“Yes.”  

 

Viola refused to go. “I don’t want to go. Does he have to take off his shirt before the lashing? His figure 

is definitely not as good as yours. I don’t want to see his body. I just want to see how miserable he will 

be!”  

 

Besides, Todd had told Viola that half a year ago, Ormand received twenty lashes in the Hobson’s house 

for her. Therefore, Viola was very curious about this punishment.  

 

Ormand did not say anything.  

 

Viola held his arm and pouted. “Orin is the best! Please trust me!”  

 

Ormand couldn’t stand her soft voice and compromised.  

 



Sammy was pressed to the ground in the middle of the hall, revealing his lean back. He kept trembling. 

Sammy seemed to be extremely scared of the Discipline Whip.  

 

Gregory could not bear to see his son get beaten up. But Eason had come here. It meant that Javon had 

acquiesced it. Gregory could only sit by and watch. He couldn’t do anything.  

 

Eason took out the whip from the sandalwood square box with both hands. He first bowed to the 

memorial tablets of the Hobson family’s ancestors and then to Sammy. Eason said, “Mr. Sammy, please 

excuse me.”  

 

After Eason finished, people heard the sharp sound of the wind. The skin and flesh on Sammy’s back 

were ruthlessly torn apart.  

 

Because Sammy was thin, every lash seemed to have hit his bones. The whip was dripping with blood. 

The scene was terrifying.  

 

Sammy could withstand it at first. When Eason gave him the fifth lash, Sammy was in so much pain that 

he couldn’t bear it. He wailed and rolled around, screaming again and again. Sammy didn’t care about 

his dignity now. He was overwhelmed by the severe pain in his back.  

 

Ormand had no expression on his face, and his eyes were cold. He asked someone to hold Sammy’s 

shoulders.  

 

When Eason lashed him for the eighth time, Sammy fainted on the spot.  

 

Ormand had someone pour cold water on Sammy to wake him up, and Eason resolutely finished the last 

two lashes.  

 



Sammy’s face was pale. He was unconscious now. Gregory asked a bodyguard to carry Sammy away. It 

was only ten lashes. His back was almost cut into small pieces and his flesh was torn open. Nobody could 

bear to look at him.  

 

Viola had been watching it quietly. On the surface, she looked calm, but in fact, her heart was already in 

turmoil.  

 

Viola had seen it with her own eyes. Now she knew how terrifying the Hobson family’s Discipline Whip 

was.  

 

What scared her the most was that after Sammy was lashed ten times, his back was badly injured. He 

was dying.  

 

Ormand endured twenty ļashes with a burn at that time. And after that, he even walked to the Bay Villa 

with Viola.  

 

How much pain would lic have felt back then? 

 

 


